Hon’ble Minister for Science & Technology and Earth Sciences, India, Dr. Harsh Vardhan, visited DAILAB@AIST Japan

Hon’ble Minister for Science & Technology and Earth Sciences, India, Dr. Harsh Vardhan and members from Department of Science & Technology (India), Department of Biotechnology (India), Embassy of India (Tokyo) visited DAILAB@AIST, Tsukuba on November 4th, 2015. AIST president Dr. Chubachi welcomed the delegation at his AIST-Tsukuba Head Quarter office. Overview of research at the Department of Life Sciences, an area of interest to the Hon’ble Minister, was delivered by Dr. Matsuoka, Vice-President. Dr. Chubachi himself guided the delegation to the DAILAB facilities. At DAILAB, Dr. Vardhan showed immense interest in the research topics as well as facilities. He interacted very pleasantly with international team of DAILAB.